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COUNCIL OF ACADEMIC SOCIETIES
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD

April 11, 1984

11:45 a.m. CAS ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD LUNCHEON Hamilton Room

2:00 p.m. CAS ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD MEETING Dupont Room

4:30 p.m. State of Institutional Research Dupont Room
Facilities and Instrumentation

Guests: Helen H. Gee

•

Chief, Program Evaluation Branch
Office of the Director, NIH

John C. Crowley
Director of Federal Relations for Science
Association of American Universities

• Carol R. Sheman
Director of Federal Relations for
Health and Biomedical Research

Association of American Universities

Discussion will center on the:

1) perceived state of research facilities includ-
ing needs for construction and renovation

2) perceived state of research instruments, both
large-scale shared and individual investigator
equipment

3) ongoing and planned studies to document needs
and possible solutions

4) proposed and contemplated policies to remedy
deterioration in the research infrastructure

(see page 31 )

6:30 p.m. CAS RECEPTION Map Room

7:30 p.m. CAS DINNER Map Room

April 12, 1984

9:00 a.m. CAS ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD MEETING Farraaut Room

1:00 p.m. JOINT ADMINISTRATIVE BOARDS LUNCHEON Conservatory Room

2:30 p.m. ADJOURNMENT
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• AGENDA
COUNCIL OF ACADEMIC SOCIETIES

ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD

April 11-12, 1984

I. .Report of the Chairman

ACTION ITEMS 

A. Approval of the Minutes of the September 21-22 Meeting
of the CAS Administrative Board   1

B. Appointment of the 1984 CAS Nominating Committee   9

C. Future Directions for the Council of Academic Societies   12

D. Consideration of Involvement of Residents in the AAMC   29

E. Executive Council Action Items (blue agenda book) with
Particular Emphasis on:

• H. New Challenges for the Council of Teaching Hospitals and
•the Department of Teaching Hospitals   23

I. Status of Research Facilities and Instrumentation
(April 11 evening session--yellow agenda)  31

J. American Council on Transplantation   86

K. Autonomy of Specialty Certifying Boards   92

III. DISCUSSION ITEMS 

A. 1984 CAS Fall Meeting   48

B. Executive Council Discussion Items (blue agenda book):

A. Health Manpower Legislation   91

B. Update on NIH Renewal Legislation   95

C. Organ Transplantation Legislation   98

IV. INFORMATION ITEMS 

A. Future Meeting Dates   £19

B. Executive Council Information Item (blue agenda):

Lengthening of Training by American Board of Pathology  107
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•

MINUTES
COUNCIL OF ACADEMIC SOCIETIES

ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD

September 21-22,1983
Washington Hilton Hotel

Washington, D.C.

PRESENT: Board Members 

Frank C. Wilson, Chairman
Presiding

David M. Brown
Bernadine H. Bulkley
David H. Cohen
William F. Ganong
Lowell M. Greenbaum
Robert L. Hill
Joseph E. Johnson
Frank G. Moody

ABSENT: Douglas E. Kelly
John B. Lynch
Virginia V. Weldon

Staff

David Baime
John A.D. Cooper*
James Erdmann
Carolyn Henrich
Thomas Kennedy*
Joseph Keyes*
Lynn Morrison
Ann Stanley
John Sherman*
Elizabeth Short
August Swanson
Lucy Theilheimer
Xenia Tonesk
Kat Turner*

GUESTS: James D. Ebert
Thomas K. Oliver
Michael A. Stoto

The CAS Administrative Board convened on September 21 at 5:00 p.m. to
Preparefora joint meeting with the Council of Deans (COD) Administrative
Board beginning at 6:00 p.m. The purpose of the joint session was to discuss
the National Academy of Sciences/Institute of Medicine study of the NIH organ-
izational structure currently underway. Dr. James D. Ebert, chairman of the IOM
Committee on the Study of the Organizational Structure of the NIH and Dr.
Michael A. Stoto, study director, were invited to participate in an open, in-
formal discussion with the two Boards (see page 3).

At this meeting, the CAS Administrative Board welcomed Dr. Elizabeth
Short as the new director of the AAMC's Division on Biomedical Research and
Faculty Development. The meeting adjourned at 7:00 P.M. for a social hour
followed by dinner at 7:45. At 9:00 p.m., the CAS Board was invited to a
special preview showing of a videotape of the keynote address from an AAMC seminar,
"The Medicare Prospective Payment System: Implications for Medical Schools
and Faculties."

The CAS Administrative Board reconvened at 9:00 a.m. on September 22 for a

business meeting. The Board joined the other Administrative Boards for a joint

luncheon meeting at 12:30 p.m.

.present for part of meeting

-1-
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I.. APPROVAL OF P.ITNUTES: 

TheAlinutes.of-thi..June. 29-30, 198.3 CAS- Admivistrative.Board,meetingwere.
approved.. as sUbmitteth

II. ACTION ITEMS - CAS Board

A. Membership Applications 

Members of the CAS-Board had been asked to review the applications of
the American Association of Directors of Psychiatric Residency Training
and the American Society for Cell Biology for membership in the CAS.
Both societies' applications were recommended for approval.

ACTION: The CAS Administrative Board voted to approve the applications for
CAS membership,

B. Institute of. Medicine Study of the NIH Orsanizational Structure 

The National Academy. of Sciences, Institute of Medicine has begun a
study of the organizational structure of the National Institutes of
Health: Former. HHS Secretary Richard Schweiker initiated_the study
in response to increasing public and political pressOre to alter or
expand the current MR structure. The purpose of the study is: 1)
to develop criteria to be used when assessing the need to make any
sustantial organizational changes, and 2) to consider possible alterna-
tives to thecurnent,N1H structure. The study!s recommendations.mill
have. majpr impact on the extent to which the public and the Congress
will determine the program directions of the NIH.

An IOM committee has been appointed to conduct the study. In addition,
separate panels will be formed to consider historical issues relating
tp the organizational structure of the NIH, the current structure, and
possible-alternative. structures. To aid the committee and panels,
public, hearings will be held an September 26,27 to allow the opportunity

for organizations and individuals to offer their views. Fifteen organ-
izations, including the AAMC, have been invited to testify. (A number
of .CAS membersocieties were also invited to submit coMments and all CAS
presidents have been notified of the hearings and were encouraged to
submit comments,) The AAMC's draft comments were distributed to the
Board for review and Comment,. A summary of the recommendatfArc
appears. below

9:That.the-current general structure .of the NIN be rWained
O. That;thespresent system of program selection and project funding

based on scientific promise and quality be maintained
SiThat- a Pwerful case be made to convince the Congress to refrain
from detailed statutory prescription regarding the NIH, to rely
instead on- general authorities, and to focus on 'systems" prob-
lems through oversight
',That some:more explicit limitation be established on the number

of operating units within the NIH, and that the NIH be. re-
quired to reaffirm or revise its organizational structure every 10
years (after a thorough study including tonsideration of the 'recommend-
ations of all relevant voluntary health organizations)

-2-
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S

• That the office of the Director, NIH, be strengthened to assure
that problems of the type mentioned are adjudicated or otherwise
addressed (To this end, the Director should have authority to
transfer limited amounts of funds or limited segments of proarams
among operating units.)

• That the NIH establish a formal, highly visible forum in which
advocates of programs could present their views and learn of
the extent to which research relevant to their concerns/interests

is under way. (A careful record of such meetings, together with
analyses by NIH of the state-of-the-art in that subject area,
should be incorporated into the budget development process and
made available to DHHS, the OMB and the Congress for perusal.)

CM/3.0e evening of Septembem,21. .Dr. James D. Ebert, chairman of the ACM
Committee on the Study of the Organizational Structure of the NIH, and
Dr. Michael A. Stoto, study director, had joined the CAS and COD Boards

for an open discussion of the conduct and scope of the study. Dr.
Ebert reviewed the purpose of the study and the structure/membership
of the Committee and panels. The fifteen organizations invited to
testify were identified. There was discussion of the criteria used
to select these organizations as the large majority appeared to be
disease-specific and narrow in focus. Dr. Ebert reported that most
comments received thus far focussed on the peer review system. He
also discussed the scope of the study in terms of the issues the
Committee would address and noted that the issues of separate inst-
itutes, efforts to expand the NIH mission, and criteria for organ-

izational change will be studied in-depth. The two Boards expressed
concern with respect to the Committee's view that the peer review
system and external factors which impact on the NIH were not within

the purview of its charge. The question as to whether the Committee

will consider comments with respect to the extramural and intramural

programs at the NIH has not yet been determined. The Boards also

expressed concern that the time frame for the study appeared extremely

tight given the potential impact of the recommendations on the future

of the N1H and biomedical research. In conclusion, Dr. Ebert expressed
the opinion that the time is limited but workable and that overall, some

450 organizations will have had an opportunity to provide input.

ACTION: The CAS Administrative Board voted to endorse the AAMC recommendations

to the IOM with minor editorial modifications. The Board also urged
that the AAMC consider a stronger statement with respect to the pro-
liferation of institutes.

III. ACTION ITEMS - Executive Council 

A. Blacks and the Health Professions in the 80s: A National Crisis and a 

Time for Action 

Dr. John A.D. Cooper, AAMC president, briefly discussed the recommend-

ations of the report, "Blacks and Health Professions In the 80s: A

-3-
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National Crisis and a Time for Action," prepared by the Association of
Minority Health Profession Schools (AMHPS). AMHPS membership includes
Meharry Medical College and the Morehouse School of Medicine. Dr.
Cooper reported that many of the findings and recommendations are con-
sistent with those of the AAMC's 1978 Task Force on Minority Student
Opportunities in Medicine, although there are some inconsistencies in
the data. The report concludes that enrollment at Meharry be restored
to 100 students per class and that Morehouse be expanded to 64 students
per class.

The CAS Board was asked to consider whether or not AAMC endorsement of
the report is appropriate.

4CTION: The CAS Administrative Board commended the AMHPS for its timely report
and welcomed the additional evidence of the need toincreaseopportunities
for underrepresented minorities at all levels of medical education.
The Board reaffirmed its support of this worthy goal and recommended that:

• The Liaison Committee on Medical Education explore increasing class
size at Meharry and Morehouse, and

9 The Federal government make supportive grants to these schools

B. Issues Related to Appointment to PGY-2 

Dr. Cooper provided background on several problems associated with
the selection of students into a number of specialty programs—primarily
in the context of "career" specialty selection where this is not con-
tiguous with PGY-1 selection. Six specialties currently follow a time-
table which - differs from that of the NRMP: Anesthesiology, Dermatology,
Neurology, Ophthalmology, Psychiatry, and Radiology. It is felt by a
number of deans that earlier and different schedules are burdensome to
students as they require earlierdecisions, two or more application and
interview cycles, and, by advancing the time of the application and
interview, preparation of a dean's letter with less than the
optimal amount of information.

Dr. Cooper pointed out that Dr. Jack Graettinger has made significant
improvements in the NRMP but that problems still exist. The program
should be able to accommodate the requirements of program directors.
The AAMC could assume the role of mediator between the NRMP and the
specialties in question.

The CAS Administrative Board was asked to consider options which
might lead to a consensus among concerned parties.

ACTION: The CAS Board agreed to recommend that:

9 The AAMC's Executive Committee and selected CAS representatives
meet with-representatives of the specialties currently operating
outside NRMP

• CAS representatives from relevant specialty societies meet with
groups of program directors

9 Changes regarding the NRMP result book be drafted for distribution
to program directors prior to such meetings

-4-
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C. Principles for the Support of Biomedical Research 

Dr. John Sherman, AAMC vice president, provided background on the

development of the draft document, "Principles for the Support of

Biomedical Research," and the accompanying strategy document. Stim-

ulated by the controversy surrounding pending NIH reauthorization

legislation, at its April meeting, the AAMC Executive Council de-

termined that a basic set of principles with respect to support of

the biomedical research enterprise is needed to convey the concerns

of the research community. Such a document would transcend political

considerations. A first draft was reviewed by the Administrative

Board and Executive Council in June and a revised draft was presented

to an ad hoc committee comprised of representatives from each of

the Councils in August. The existing draft incorporates the recommend-

ations and suggestions made during those meetings. Dr. Sherman -

noted that the document (in draft form) has been included in the

AAMC's preliminary comments to the Institute of Medicine regarding the

NIH organizational structure. He added that a recommendation to

assure that special interest groups have input on matters relevant to

the NIH will be included in the final principles document.

The CAS Administrative Board was asked to adopt the "Principles for

the Support of Biomedical Research" as official AAMC policy and endors
e

the strategy for furthering the objectives stated in the document.

The Board discussed the most effective mechanisms for furthering the

identified goals. It was pointed out that the document will serve as

a focal point for the CAS annual meeting.

ACTION: The CAS Administrative Board endorsed the document and recommended that:

• The document be put into the form of a white paper and distributed

to the academic community in an effort to gain the support of colleagues

ti The CAS seek support for the Principles document and assistance

in promoting the concepts from member societies (Such efforts

should be targeted at scientific groups, voluntary health organ-

izations, the public, and the Congress.)

I The principles document be sent to voluntary health organizations

along with a cover letter urging them to focus their efforts on the appro-

priations rather than authorization process

The Board also recommended that the CAS be well represented on any

ad hoc committee formed to develop further and implement a strategy

for the promotion of the principles document.

. Recent Action on Medical Education Financing By the Advisory Cou
ncil 

on Social Security 

Dr. Cooper reported that in August of this year, the Advisory Council

on Social Security adopted a resolution calling for a thr
ee year study

of medical education financing as the first step in an 
"...orderly

withdrawal of Medicare funds from training support." In an effort

to get the Council to reconsider its resolution, the AAMC proposed

a study of alternative means of financing medical education. The find-

ings could be used to debate the reasonableness of terminating supp
ort

for medical education. The CAS Administrative Board was asked to

-5-



consider this proposal as an appropriate response to the.Advisory
Council's action.

ACTION: The CAS Administrative voted to endorse the AAMC's proposal to
recommend to the Advisory Council a study of alternative means
of financing medical education and a subsequent determination of
the reasonableness of terminating support for medical education.

DISCUSSION. TEMS - CAS Board 

A. CAS Fall Meeting Plans 

Lucy Theilheimer of the AAMC staff reviewed the plans for the CAS

fall meeting as discussed at theJune,Board meeting. The November 6

session of the meeting will focus on the theme,,"Research Support: A

Consensus is Needed." The following presentations will be. made:

0 Research Funding Priorities of the NIH
William F. Raub, Ph.D., Associate Director for Extramural Research,

NIH

UStatement of Basic Principles of the-Nation's Medical Research Program

John. F. Sherman, Ph.D., Vice President, AAMC

9 Congressional "Micromanagement" of the NIH
John Walsh,. Reporter for News and Comment,. SCIENCE

0 The; Science of Politics and the, Politics of Science

Leonard Heller,'.Ph..0,, (former Robert Wood Johnson-Foundation Policy

Fellow) Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, University of Kentucky

Medical Center

I: Can Biomedical Research Survive Attacks of Confused Lucidity?

Sherman M. Mellinkoff, Dean, UCLA School of Medicine.
•

A CAS Reception will be held following, this , program.

The CAS Business Meetino had been scheduled for the afternoon of

November 7. The agenda will include election of the administrative

board and new members as well as the usual legislative update.. In

addition., DP. Hill, as chairman of the National Research Council's

Committee on a Study of National Needs for Biomedical and Behavioral

Research Personnel, will make a brief presentation regarding the

Committees findings and recommendations.. Updates will be provided

on the General Professional Education of the Physician Project, 
the

AAMC Clinical .Evaluation Project, the Institute of Medicine study 
of

theAIH.organizational structure:: In addition, the implications for

faculty of the. Medicare,Prospective Payment system will be addresse
d.

The CAS,Board felt the.followingHssues•shouldbeadded.to the agenda

.for the; November 7 Business Meeting:

I' Issues related: to appointment. to. PGY-2

CIndirect costs

S Support and promotion of the "Principles for the. Support of

Biomedical Research"

-6-
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B. CAS 1984 Interim Meeting 

Lynn Morrison of the AAMC staff discussed a number of options regarding
the Interim Meeting. She noted that in recent years it has become
evident that the officers of many CAS member societies are not involved
in or even aware of AAMC activities. In addition, it seems clear that
the officers of these societies have not established efficient mechanisms
for contacting their members in a timely manner regarding important
issues. If the CAS Board in fact decides to plan an Interim Meeting in
1984, it might consider the possibility of a meeting--held in the
Spring--for CAS presidents, public affairs representatives, executive
directors and CAS representatives. One purpose of the meeting would

be to discuss ways of improving: 1) the liaison between the society off-
icers and the AAMC, and 2) methods of communication between the officers
and members of societies. A specific issue such as FY 1985 NIH
appropriations or NIH authorization legislation could serve as the
vehicle for discussion of these concerns.

The Board discussed the feasibility of getting society presidents to

attend such a meeting. They agreed that the meetina announcPrcht should

not actually define communication concerns as the purpose of the
meeting. The Board did agree that an interim meeting along these

lines would be useful and tentatively scheduled it for April 10-11,

1984 in conjunction with the Administrative Board meeting already
planned for April 11-12.

C. Indirect Costs 

Dr. Cooper discussed the controversy surrounding indirect costs as well
as the lack of communication between university administrators and
faculty with respect to this issue. In fact, he noted that admini-
strators appear to be unaware of the dissension that exists among in-
vestigators regarding the legitimacy of such costs. Dr. Cooper went
on to report on a meeting attended by representatives of university
administration, and the scientific. community. The purpose
of the meeting was to begin exploring how to effectively address the
questions surrounding the subject of indirect costs. As a result of
the meeting, a letter was sent to all university presidents (signed
by all those who participated in the meeting) that outlined four
major points on which the group had agreed:

• A healthy biomedical research venture supported by full funding
is a vital national objective; (In that context, the group is
committed to supporting the efforts of the Coalition for Biomedi-
cal Research Funding, a group of some 135 organizations that has
coalesced in the last two years to advocate adequate increases in
the NIH budget.)

• There is a need to resolve the problem of indirect costs because
they pose a singular threat of discord within the academic com-
munity and frequently lead to mixed messages to the public and
the Congress; (It was tentatively agreed that the President's
Science Advisor should be asked to see that a study of the issue
be undertaken to address the reasons for the increases in indirect
costs, ways to control them and, if possible, reduce them.)

7
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AP University presidents should urge their colleagues to enhance their
efforts to present their faculties with clear explanations of what
indirect costs are and how their institutions handle them. (In
addition, it was agreed that faculty should be meaningfully involved
in the development of institutional policies regarding indirect costs.

The CAS Board discussed possible mays to encourage faculty to becOme
more actively involved in discussions regarding indirect costs at their
institutions.

P. Nondiscrimination on, the Basis of Handicap 

Lucy Theilheimer reported on recent •regulatory and legislative activity
on the subject of medical treatment for -handicapped infants.

In -response to the proposed regulations,. the AAMC submitted an alter-
native proposal calling for the establishment of ethics review boards
within each institution or community to address such cases in which a
decision to forego life sustaining treatment must be made.. This is
consistent with . the recOmmendation of the President's Cotmission on
Ethical Behavior in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research.

V. DISCUSSION ITEM - Executive Council 

A. Legislative Update 

Dr. Thomas Kennedy of the AAMC staff provided a brief update on current
legislative activity. He reported on the status -of theTY 1984 -appro-
priations bills, NIH reauthorization legislation, proposals regarding
the use of animals in research, and pending hazardous waste legislation
dealing primarily with the degree to which the small quantity generator
exemption should be narrowed.

It was noted that NIH reauthorizing legislation may fail to pass both
chambers. The CAS Board discussed the impact this might have on the
support of research trainees. (Training and medical library assistance
are not covered by the open-ended authority of Section 301 of the Public
Health Service Act as are the other NIH components addressed by the
legislation.) It was expected that training funds would be provided
under a continuing resolution.
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APPOINTMENT OF 1984 CAS NOMINATING COMMITTEE

Section V, #1 of the CAS Bylaws reads as follows:

"The Nominating Committee shall be comprised of seven members. The Chair-
man of the Administrative Board shall be the Chairman of the Nominating
Committee and shall vote in the case of a tie. Six individuals (three basic
science and three clinical science) shall be appointed by the CAS Administra-
tive Board from among representatives of the member societies. Not more than
one representative may be appointed from a society and not more than two mem-
bers may be current members of the Administrative Board. The Nominating Com-
mittee shall report to the Council at its Annual Meeting a slate of nominees
for Administrative Board vacancies. Additional nominations for these posi-

tions may be made by any representative to the Council present at the meeting.
The Committee will al-so recommend to the AAMC Nominating Committee candidates
for Chairman-Elect of Association of American Medical Colleges."

On the following pages is a list of all CAS Representatives from which the Board
must choose three basic scientists and three clinical scientists to serve on the

CAS Nominating Committee. Several alternates should also be selected. The Com-
mittee will meet by conference call some time in May or early June to develop a

slate of nominees to fill one basic and two clinical science positions. The Com-
mittee will also nominate a basic scientist as Chairman-Elect of CAS and an indi-

vidual from the Council of Academic Societies to serve as Chairman-Elect of the
AAMC.

The 1980-1983 CAS Nominating Committees are listed below.

1980 1982

Carmine D. Clemente, Ph.D., Chairman
George N. Aagaard, M.D.
Milton T. Edgerton, M.D.
Daniel X. Freedman, M.D.
Mary Ellen Jones, Ph.D.
Thomas K. Oliver, M.D.
Solomon Snyder, M.D.

1981

Daniel X. Freedman, M.D., Chairman
Robert M. Berne, M.D.
F. Marian Bishop, Ph.D.
David M. Brown, M.D.
David H. Solomon, M.D.
Warren Stamp, M.D.
Frank C. Wilson, M.D.

•

David M. Brown, M.D., Chairman
Joseph R. Bianchine, Ph.D.
T. R. Johns, M.D.
Franklyn G. Knox, M.D., Ph.D.
John T. Sessions, Jr., M.D.
Frank C. Wilson, M.D.
Robert D. Yates, Ph.D.

1983

Frank C. Wilson, M.D., Chairman
Arthur J. Donovan, M.D.
Thomas W. Langfitt, M.D.
Robert M. Blizzard, M.D.
Robert L. Hill, M.D.
Howard E. Morgan, M.D.
Leonard Jarett, M.D.
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BASIC .SCIENCES 

ANATOMIY.
AmerizanAssociationfof-Anatomists •
• Or.Johlyi.
Dr,Sanford-L. Pal-ayv_
Dr.George,-D. Pappas;(PARV-

Association-of Anatomy:-Chai-rmen..
Dr.,-LeonardA.-. Ross.-
Dr•DoUglasE..

BEHAVIORAWSCIENCE.
Associationfor,the,lehavioral ,ScL & Med. . Education
Shirley: Nichols Fahey, Ph.D.
Evan -G. Pattishall, Jr., M.D. (PAR & Rep),.

BIOCHEMISTRY%
American. Society of Biological Chemists Inc.
Dr. Robert L. Hill '
Dr. Robert M. Bock. PAR)..

Assoc..- of •Med,,School...Depts of Biochemistry
Dr..,lowell P. Hager--
Dr...Robert L. Hill
Dr. Eugene -Davidson .(:PAR)-

GENETICS
American Society of Human- Genetics•
David Rimoin,. M.D. '
John W. Littlefield, AA% :
Robert L. Summitt-MAY.

MICROBIOLOGY.,..
Assoc,.of Med.: School:MicrobiologpChairmen ,
Harold S. Ginsberg, M.D. •

• Kenneth I. Berns,-M.D, (PAR•&!PeP)- •
NEUROSCIENCE -
Society- for Neuroscience -. 1
• Dr,. Joe Dan--Coulter

Dr., David.H. Cohen4PAR 8,RepY-
PHARMACOLOGY:
American Collegeof NeunopsychopharmactiIogy
Oakley Ray, .Ph.D.
Arnold.Friedhoff,•M.D..(PAR:L.Rep).,

American- SoC,,for,Clinical %Pharr.A Therapeutics
Arthur Hull Hayes; Jr.4.A.Ehs:.
George .N. Aagaard.,A4.(L.-(PARIv:Rep)

Amer'.--Soc.. for -Pharm.: & Experimental. Therapeutics
Dr.-Lewis. Aronpw„.,
Dr. William L...WestjPAR:i&Repy,..

Assoc. for Medical ;School.iPharmacOlogy.
Joseph Bianchint,
Lowell Greenbaum-, ,Ph-.D..:(PAVURep).,

PHYSIOLOGY.,
American:Physiological:Society-
Franklyn
Jack-L. Kostyo, Ph.D.._ •
John,T. Shepherd, -M.D., D.Sc. (PAR)

Assoc.—of Chairmen-:of' Depts.- of Physiology
Dr. William F. Gariong;,—
Or: Howard ,E-. Morgan:..
Dr. Norman-A. Alperty(PARy

CLINICAL:SCIENCES 

ALLERGY.•••:.
.Amerioan.Academy-of:Allergv-

Paul,.Manarsdel„ M.D.. .
Thomas,E. Alan Metre,..M.D.,,-(PARY: •

ANESTHESIOLOGY.- -
Associationof -University Anestheti,sts
C. Philip Larson,. . Jr, M.D.
Nicholas M. (PAR'4,.Rep

Society of Academic- Anesthesia -Chairmen •,
Robert M. Epstein, M.D.
S. Craighead Alexander, M.D. (PAR, & Rep)-

CLINICAL,RESEARCH -
American Assoc, for the Study of Liver Diseases

E. Lee-Forker,:M.D..
'HaroldA. Fallon,.
Michael Sorrell, M.D.: (PAR),

American .federation-for'Clinical Research
Bernadine.Sulkleyi A.D.
Randall: N. Zusman!,11.-U: (PAR-&-Rep)

AmericanSociety:for - Clinical,Investigation .,
Suzanne-Ooaril; M.D.
William N. Kelly, M.D. (PAR & ReP).

Central Society tor Clinical Research
Murray L. Levin, M.D. -(PAR & Rep)

Plastic Surgery-Research -Council
Petro, M.D.

Robert- L. Ruberg4 A.D.
Martin t. Robson, M.D. (PAR), ' •

Society for GynecologicInvestigation
W. Ani02eynolds, Ph.D.
Ronald-A. Chez', M.D.
Robert-B. Jaffe', M.D. (PAR) '

Societyfor Pediatric Research
Virginia V. Weldon, M.D.
Richard-.E: Hillman,.-M.D.
Lynn M. Taussig, M.D-. (PAR)

DERMATOLOGY.
Association, of Professors.. of Dermatology, Inc.
Phillip't. Anderson, M.D.
J. Graham -Smith, Jr., M.D.
Peyton E. Weary.„114. (PAR).

EMERGENCY MEDICINE AND CRITICAL CARE
Society - of Critical tare Medicine
Solomon G. Hershey,. M.O. (PAR & Rep)

Society of Teachers of Emergency Medicine
Richard M. Nowak, M.D.
JohnAumpkin; M.D.
Daniel T. Schelble, M.D. (PAR)-

ENDOCRINOLOGY
Endocrine Society
Jo Anne.Braseli. M.D.
Virginia V. Weldon, M.D.
Claude J. Migeon, M.D. (PAR)

FAMILY MEDICINE -,
Association of Departments of Family: Medicine
Thomas-Leaman, M.D.
Thornton. Bryan, M.D.
Fitzhugh, Mayo, M.D. (PAR)

Society of Teachers of Family Medicine
B. LewisAarnett, Jr., M.D.
Jack M. Colwill, M.D. -(PAR)

GENERALSURGERY
American Associationfor the Surgery-of Trauma.
William R. Drucker, M.D.
Donald S. Gann., M.D. (PAR & Rep -)

American Surgical Association -
Arthur J. Donovan, M.D.
Jerome -4. DeCope, M.D., Ph.D. (PAR & Rep)

Association for -Academic Surgery •
John. Clark, M.D.
Caliann-G. Lum, M.D.
Charles M. Balch, M.D. (PAR)

Soc. for -Surgery- of the Alimentary Tract; Inc.
John R. Brooks, M.D.
Johm,Cameron; M.D.
Bernard M. Jaffe, M.D. (PAR)

Society -of Surgical Chairmen . -
Frank G. Moody, M.D.
David B. Skinner, M.D.
Norman. M. Rich, M.D. (PAR) -

Society-of University Surgeons
John -W. Harmon, M.D.
Morris D. Kerstein, M.D.
Alden Harken, M.D. (PAR)

- 10 -
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INTERNAL MEDICINE
American College of Physicians

Marvin Turck, M.D., FACP
Thomas W. Burns, M.D., FACP
John R. Ball, M.D. (PAR)

Association of American Physicians
Leighton E. Cluff, M.D.
Alfred Jay Bollet, M.D.
Oscar D. Ratnoff, M.D. (PAR)

Association of Professors Of Medicine
Jay H. Stein, M.D.
Joseph E. Johnson, III. M.D. (PAR & Rep)

Association of Program Directors in Internal Med.
Pervis Milnor, Jr., M.D.
Louis M. Sherwood, M.D. (PAR & Rep)

American Gastroenterological Association
Irwin H. Rosenberg, M.D.
Susan C. Stewart, M.D.
Clarence Legerton, M.D. (PAR)

American Society of Hematology
Ernst R. Jaffe, M.O.
Paul R. McCurdy, M.D. (PAR & Rep)

NEUROLOGY
American Academy of Neurology

Rosalie A. Burns, M.D.
Jerry- Chutkow, M.D.
John F. Aita. M.D. (PAR)

American Neurological Association
Arthur K. Asbury, M.D.
Frank M. Yatsu, M.D. (PAR & Rep)

Association of University Professors of Neurology
Elliott L. Mancall, M.D.
Hartwell G. Thompson, M.D. (PAR & Rep)

Child Neurology Society
Raymond W. M. Chun, M.D.
Mary Anne Guggenheim, M.D.
Herbert Swick, M.D. (PAR)

NEUROSURGERY
American Association of Neurological Surgeons
Thomas W. Langfitt, M.D.
John Shillito, M.D. (PAR & Rep)

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
Amer. College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
Warren H. Pearse, M.D.
Harry S. Jonas, M.D.
Ervin E. Nichols, M.D. (PAR)

Assoc. of Professors of Gynecology and Obstetrics
Joseph C. Scott, Jr., M.D.
Douglas R. KIWI, M.D.
Allan B. Weingold, M.D. (PAR)

OPHTHALMOLOGY
American Academy of Ophthalmology
Robert D. Reinecke, M.D.
Melinda Hatton. (PAR)

Association of University Professors of Ophthalmology
Robert D. Reinecke, M.D.
Randall J. Olson, M.D. (PAR)

ORTHOPAEDICS
American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons
Charles V. Heck, M.D.
Frank C. Wilson, M.O.
John J. Gartland, M.D. (PAR)

Association of Orthopaedic Chairmen
Frank C. Wilson, M.D.
John P. Adams (PAR & Rep)

OTOLARYNGOLOGY
Assoc. of Academic Depts. of Otolaryngology
Warren Y. Adkins, M.O.
Robert I. Kohut, M.D. (PAR & Rep)

Society of University Otolaryngologists
Jerome Goldstein, M.D.
John M. Fredrickson, M.D. (PAR & Rep)

PEDIATRICS
American Pediatric Society

Virginia V. Weldon, M.D.
Audrey K. Brown, M.D. (PAR & Rep)

Assoc. of Med. School Pediatric Dept. Chairmen, Inc.
Thomas K. Oliver, M.D.
Robert M. Blizzard, M.D. (PAR)

PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION
Amer. Acad. for Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

Murray M. Freed, M.D.
B. Stanley Cohen, m.n.
Justus F. Lehmann, M.D. (PAR)

Association of Academic Physiatrists
William E. Stass, Jr., M.D.
Theodore M. Cole, M.D.
John Goldschmidt, M.D. (PAR)

PLASTIC SURGERY
American Association of Plastic Surgeons

Hal G. Bingham, M.D.
Charles E. Horton, M.D.
John Remensnyder, M.D. (PAR)

Plastic Surgery Educational Foundation
R. Barrett Noone, M.D. (PAR & Rep)

PSYCHIATRY
Amer. Assoc. of Chairmen of Depts. of Psychiatry

Daniel X. Freedman, M.D.
Jerry M. Wiener, M.D.
Paul J. Fink, M.D. (PAR)

Association for Academic Psychiatry
Larry Silver, M.O.
Thomas G. Webster, M.D. (PAR & Rep)

Assoc. of Directors of Med. Student Educ. in Psychia.
Marshall Swartzberg, M.D.
George U. Balis, M.O.
Cornelis Heijn, Jr., M.D. (PAR)

RADIOLOGY
Association of University Radiologists
Paul J. Friedman, M.O.
A. Everette James, Jr., M.D. (PAR & Rep)

Soc. of Chairmen of Acad. Radiology Departments
Ralph Alfidi, M.D.
Larry P. Elliott, M.D.
A. Everette James, Jr., M.D. (PAR)

THORACIC SURGERY
American Association for Thoracic Surgery

Judson G. Randolph, M.O.
Clarence S. Weldon, M.D. (PAR & Rep)

Thoracic Surgery Directors Association
Benson R. Wilcox, M.D.
Hermes C. Grillo, M.D. (PAR & Rep)

UROLOGY
Society of University Urologists

William L. Parry, M.D.
Harry C. Miller, Jr., M.D.
Robert K. Rhamy, M.D. (PAR)

HEALTH AND HUMAN VALUES
Society for Health and Human Values

Joel Frader, M.D.
David C. Thomasma, Ph.D.
James A. Knight, M.D. (PAR)

PATHOLOGY AND CLINICAL LABORATORIES 

Association of Pathology Chairmen, Inc.
Leonard Jarett, M.D.
Rolla B. Hill, M.D. (PAR & Rep)

Acad. of Clinical Lab. Physicians and Scientists
David M. Brown, M.D. (PAR & net))

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE 

Association of Teachers of Preventive Medicine
David L. Rabin, M.D.
Dennis J. Barbour, M.D. (PAR)
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•

FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF THE COUNCIL OF ACADEMIC SOCIETIES

In reviewing the current activities and directions of the Council of Teaching
Hospitals, the AAMC's Executive Committee agreed that a similar planning exercise
would be both appropriate and timely for the Council of Academic Societies and
the Council of Deans. In response to this as well as questions which have
been raised within the CAS, the CAS Spring meeting (scheduled for April 10-11)
will address the question, "What are the Issues and Challenges Facing Medical
School Faculty in the Next Five Years?" The meeting has been designed to
generate discussion and recommendations with respect to four subject areas:
1) Medical Education, 2) Research, 3) Patient Care, and 4) Governance in Medical
Schools/Centers. Special attention will be given to the ways in which societies
can assist faculty in responding to identified concerns and the most effective
role the CAS can play in this regard. The most immediate concern is the develop-
ment of a white paper or work plan to guide the activities of the CAS in the
next five years. The CAS Administrative Board is asked to:

1) Consider the issues and challenges which CAS representatives identified
as priority areas requiring attention

2) Review comments and suggestions made with respect to CAS organization
and activities. Consideration should be given to organizational
mechanisms which would most effectively respond to the issues and
challenges identified by CAS representatives.

3) Consider the process and time course for development of a white paper
exploring the future directions of the Council of Academic Societies

- 12 -
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The Council of Academic Societies held its first meeting 17 years ago.

In 1967 direct federal support for the education of medical students was just

,begtnning to effectan increase in class size and .an expansion in the number

of medical schools. The effect of Medicare and Medicaid was beginning to

•
modify the clinical environment for the education of both residents and

-students. Support for biomedical research, which had been steadily increasing,

was plateauing. These national developments tended to set the agenda for the

Council of Academic Societies during its first 15 years.

Now, the issues are changing. Direct sUPPPrt for expansion of the nation's ,

,medical education capacity was phased out in 1980. The medical .care system is *-

in the midst of a major evolutionary Change, -which is, in large measure,

stimulated tytoncerns about ,health care costs in both the public and private

-sectors. Rather than a shortage of physicians, there are now, concerns about an

- excess. 'Federal support for .htomedical research continues, but maintaining an . IIII
.appropriate level of support-requires,major effort, and attempts to reorganize

'and politicize the National Institutes of Health and-ADAMHA are a continuing

threat. The need for even greater involvement by the academic medical community

in public affairs.seems apparent.

There also-are issues and problems within our institutions that concern

faculties. The -opportunities for young faculty members to embark on .,a career

are'constrained,.both_ by 'diminishing institutional ,resources and by high

competition'for-externat research support. There is aArowing reliance on

income derived from .the,medical services provided by faculties for institutional

'support. Theeducattonal program for medical stu4ehts has become more and more

intense as biomedical knowledge and technology have expanded. The number of

graduate medical.education positions is-aPPrPaching unity with the number of

11110



graduates from U.S. medical schools. Yet, in excess of 2,000 U.S. citizen
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graduates of foreign medical schools annually are trying 
to enter accredited

residencies. Fewer than 50 percent are successful.

Changing issues and changing times require assessment of
 how the Council

of Aaademic Societies and the Association of American Medic
al Colleges should

be positioned to continue their purpose, which is to advanc
e academic medicine

and medical education. The following summary history of the CAS provides back
-

ground to facilitate discussions about the future.

Establishment and Early History 

The 1965 report authored by Lowell Coggeshall entitled "
Planning for

Medical Progress Through Education" had a profound effect on the 
AAMC. One of

the recommendations was that a Council of Faculty should be e
stablished. The

. report States, "This Council should provide for all partici
pation of faculty

representatives, selected for their broad interest in educatio
n for health and

medical sciences. It should be concerned primarily with matters of curriculum,

education content, and educational methods."

The concept of a Council of Academic Societies as the 
mechanism for faculty

representation to the AAMC was developed by a Task Force 
chaired by Dr. Kenneth

Crispell, Dean of the University of Virginia. In September 1966 the Task Force

presented the following recommendations to the Executive 
Council. These were

accepted and, in October 1966 approved by the institu
tional membership.

"We recommend the formation of a Council of Academ
ic Societies.

1. An Academic Society is defined as a society which ha
s as a prerequisite

for membership appointment to a medical school faculty or 
a society

which in the opinion of the Executive Council of the Ass
ociation of

American Medical Colleges has as one of its major functions a
 commitment

to the problems of medical education.

2. The societies to be represented on the Council of Academic So
cieties

will be proposed by the Executive Council and determined b
y a vote

of the institutional members.
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3. To form the Council , each of the selected societies will be asked by
the- Executive Council of the AAMC to designate two members, one of whom
shal I be _a department chairman an'd - one a facul ty member not holding a
major administrative poSition.

4. The Council of Academic Societies will nominate four members to the
Executive Council of the AAMC -- two from the basic Sciences and two
from the clinical sciences.

5. In those teaching disciplines in which such societies do not now
exist, the teaching discipline- may be given the same consideration
as academic societies for membership in the Council of Academic Societies
and be invited to nominate two members to the Council of Academic
Societies. Subsequently, they may be encouraged to form such a society.

6. This Council of Academic Societies would be- encouraged to function
as an integral part of the regional organization of the AAMC."

The first organizational meeting of the Council of Academic Societies was

held in January 1967. The summary of that meeting is included because it

illustrates the range of concepts of what the role of the Council of Academic

Societies might be in the AAMC, the academic community, and the national structur

medicine and'. the. biomedical sciences.

.ASSOCIATIOICOFAMERICAN-MICAL- COLLEGES:

toRGANIZATI0NAL'MEETING0E-7THECOONCIL'OFACADEMIC SOCIETIES,

January 10, 1967

ilamdadarrInn=OtHare, Chicago Illindis ,

PRESENT t ..Hubbart,,
..ROberttZ:.J...,Eerson
Cheves.:MCC.,,Smythe:'

George,,Aagaard
en '.Alexander,.. Jr.

John A. Campbell
Philip, P. Cohen
Kenneth' R. Crispell
james • B. Snow, Jr.
Donald. nc an
EárryA.. Feldman
Patrick J.7Fitzgerald
Robert E. Forster
A. Donald. N.erritt

Chairman

Thomas: D. Kinney
A: Edward Mailmenee
Jonathan Btu:4de
Morris • Frank Shaffer
Robert Slater
Daniel C. Tostesbn
Raytaond F. Waggoner
James- V. Warren

Wedgwood
Robert H. Williams
Fussell T. WoOdburne
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Dr. William N. Hubbard, Jr. as Chairman, opened the meeting at 10:00 a.m.
January 10, 1967' with a charge to the group present that. they use the first
hours of the meeting toexamine the organizational structure proposed inthe
memorandImm submitted-to them. The purpose of the meeting is to find a way.
to include, faculty in an influential manner within the Association of
AmericamMedicaL Colleges so that as the AAMC continues in its six year
experience with Federal Health.it.can be better informed and speak from a
broader base of information than has been possible in the past. A Council
of Academic Societies composed of faculty members from medical schools who
were also representatives of established societies was envisioned in order
to create 'a forum for faculty opinion and faculty representation in the AAMC.
Faculties of medical schools should. have an important formal position in the
development of policies and positions of the AAMC and should participate in
the formulation and announcement of all policies. Simple faculty represen-
tation.woUld not take the AAMC beyond past efforts, whereas the idea of
professional societies would provide some kind, of unifying forum for the
individual societies to come together and provide a basis for consideration
of postgraduate training and continuing education programs in the future.
Those present were not asked to conform to a fixed pattern but to suggest.
ways and means by which the AAMC could get faculty- representation. Those ,
present were asked to identify an organizing committee that would deal with.
the issues to be raised. The group was charged not. to predict the formal,
final membership, but to have enough representative quality so that it would
be a reasonable group from which to arrive at a definition of the ultimate.
The .AAMC is a part of a university. community which itself is rapidly changing.
Just as a total university community-finds itself organizing itself nationally,
s0 must the. AAMC as-part of that co=unity-.

.1;k: Philip P. Cohen:stated that he thought the. aims should. be not to
represent the faculties but rather the areas of activity with which the
faculties identified. He felt that by encompassing all the different
professional societies under a formal identification by saying the AAMC

'had a. liaison of some type with them would be &sectarian view and such an
umbrella. approach to gala a loud, voice for. the AAMC: would. be
He suggested only identification with medical school departments would have
a- meaningful impact on society -- an. Opportunity- for the individual faculty
member to define what his area is, how his area is represented. The scope
and breadth of new thinking and fresh ideas would not come from the profes-
sional societies because they defend their own positions and would not
represent radical and bold ideas. He thoughtthe AAMC should exploit those
areas in the university that are not having an impact on medical schools
today but would. have in the future, such as engineering, schools of education,
undergraduate programs, etc.. He charged the approach as being sectarian by
restricting the group to only those societies that represent. the components
of the medical faculty. He proposed a group of advisory councils: education
methods and procedure, a research component, the clinical, service function,
and administration of education for the deans. He said it is important
to get away from the idea of representing faculty and to represent those
segments of interest which are identified as rallying points for those
interested in teaching and research.
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•:?sugge:sted that the representative side as, outlined in

• the .submitted, report ,be A. rotating group .of, people. He .thought. there • would

'be relatively few,. people who would serve •over. two years, many, perhaps a.

• .year. 'He 'suggested that that .kind AIL:constituency was • valuable As a

;feedback imechanism. but cannot .-gain...z-re.at •power:yr,.authority,.as a put.itt

'mechanism. ;He thought ittwoUld be useful to provide some sense of•

'participation and tee; a large -number of key professional societies informed.

about what 'the AAMC was endeavoring to do, but it would rneed • to be.

supplemented -by. a „group of .people who could 'serve .on a longer term basis

:because of what they „have to give. :These people could be..develop.ed from -the

'transient' representatives :of :•societies and some could. be developed in other .

:ways 'to 'provide • .an -effective .in-put. 'He -suggested that people have to stay

:with :a-thing :over a.-donsiderabIe .period. 'of time to be effective.

Dr.. -Ralph 'Wedgwood proposed that the Council be flexible so that .:stepwise

-ithey could ..,incorporate 'the 'expanding -role of the. A•11144C, expanding from a

primary Tole- or interest in. the -.process of medid.al education, to that of the

-.education -of, 'physicians and the :education of health professions,. He .

:suggested .a .harder :definition 'of the organizations. that ,should be .given

'representation ort.:the .Council te.made.. ,.Organizations 'whieh....should be

represented 'should .:have as a primary requisite, that* of :an.. academic.: position

on a. University- faculty... .The organization. must :represent all of .the

universities .involved in the process of medical education.. He felt that

:department • chairmen need to be involved in the ,AAMC council process.

)Thomas...1.KinneysA,uggested --that :looking .back.-to-aee,..who he past

•,pres.idents 'of'the-various :societies. have been. for the past 1.5 years, and
;by. lOoking:'at their. constitutions, 'organizations which -might be included

-•:YOuld be identiried. He thought -the important.,thing was to. get on with a

structure 'that would ..bring together men. representing the. 'various ,diiciplines

that are .',concerned with -.teaching •in.Aledical 'schools, problems relating to

,education, :.research, Imilding, government, •financing, •etc.. ,He said he round

the Aillia•Iteport.unacceptable and had. the AAMC:be.eximore -aggressive it would.
- -,:have•beetvable to present a -plan ,Which would have ,been ,addepted. . He advised

••.everyoneto i,keep _suggested the Cound,il.:of Academic Societies
••,would.:function,:all the way through. the AAMC and said 'that no matter what. was

'done at ',,:the..lieeting, ,:.evea though would be :incomplete, ,it .would be a .start. •

• :...the,activitiea,' of :the Association .of

'-.Professorsq:or•Medidine, -••the:•Medical '.Intersociety • Council, and the Re search

•••?:Sodieties ::-Tounc .

.•::trr......121-Ibbard.7presented committee, :„Dr.

,-ThomasAinney, Chairman 'pro tem, :Drs.. :Jonathan .Rhoads,1.James Warren,

:',•f•Mtirris •.Shaffer,••:and.:13alph:-Wedgwood.

..Mr..:',Ftobert-F2.- ...Forster :..fundemental„gue.st ions . he ,
--answered.::before ;.voting. •

Dr. Hubbard.moved that deci-sion.on the committee be deferred until after
lunch ,and ,further discussion.

•

•



The meeting adjourned for lunch, at 12:30 p.m.

At 1:30 p.m. the discussion was resumed.

Dr. Robert E. Forster asked what sort of representation 
and control the

professional societies and their representatives would have
.

A discussion of some lengthensuech It was decided the initial founding

group should be sma1.1 and. representative of the major 
components of the

faculties. There are no restrictions in preventing one of these 
people

front becoming president of the ALAMC. They should be distinguished in their

fields and have membership in a distinguished society. 
The purpose of the

CAS of the AAMC was defined as a forum in which, the 
broadly represented

consideration of medical educators could clarify a
ttitudes and define

responsibilities in guiding the development of local and
 national policies

toward education in the universities, colleges, and. 
medical centers, and in

improving the health of the people.

A,motion was made and carried that from this f
aculty group an organizing

committee be formed with Dr. Thomas Kinney as Chairma
n pro ten, and other

members of the committee being Drs. Rhoads, Warren
, Cohen, Shafer, and. ,

Wedgwood.

Twenty-two societies were represented by 44 individuals at the first meeting

of the Council of Academic Societies on October 27, 1967. In addition to the .

adoption of a constitution and by-laws, the Council discussed what the parameters

of its agenda should be.

"The Council should seek to develop an action role for itself. The Council

should avoid any tendency to become a debating society at which nothing more was

accomplished than speech making. Rather, the Council should address itself to

problems that were general enough to concern many, not so global as to present

the temptation to allow escape into dialectic, well enough circumscribed so that

they were solvable and important enough so that the answer when arrived at would

be worth having. The committee suggested that the most immediate problem on

which this Council should focus its attention was the general area of health

manpower. They further suggested that problems in faculty development would be

a fruitful place for the Council to begin. Other areas of potential interest

include the nature of the bottleneck preventing the rapid expansion of medical

schdols and some of the problems which the further interdigitation of residents

into the programs of medical centers will occasion.

The first program of the Council of Academic Societies focused on The Role

of the University in Graduate Medical Education. In his introduction—t0 thi

-three day conference in October 1968, Thomas Kinney, Professor and Chairman of

Pathology at Duke and first CAS Chairman, told the Council:
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"The- CAS,is nowin a position to carry out its main objectives: (a) to brin
themedical college-faculty into more active:participation in the'programs of th
AAMC'; (b) to' enhance-'the -medical ,school facultiesi awareness of the national scoof medical education, and (c) to' serve as a forum in whichfaculty opinion is given recdognitiOn'in'the'formUlatIon of national policies in
the.whole-spaw=of medical edUcation.

"The ,CAS,-then, •expects to be active in medical academic affairs. It is• generally agreed that the 3 major areas of-concern of the faculty of any medical
center.are:,(a) the students, including,their sele'etion and the development oftheir intellectual and'nonintellectual characteristics; (b) the curriculum, itscontent and methodology of presentation; and (c) the faculty itself, whichincludes the training, recruitment, and development of the faculty."

Growth and Development'

In 1966 John Cooper became-President and' comPleted the move of the Associa-

tion to_Washington, D.C. This transition enhanced the emphasis on AAMC's

becoming a major voice in national policies affecting medical education, biomedical

research, and medical cam For the Coundil of Academic Societies, a strong and

persistent focus, on biomedical research policy 'ind funding evolved, and in the

early 1970s-the' Division of Biomedical Research and Faculty Development was

established with Michael Ball, immediate past President of the AFCR, as its

first Director: That bff ice has been the 'central focus of the CAS.

The:plateaulmg -and ,downturn of 'federal support for'biomedical research and

therreductionAf'research-training opportunities have been .major continuing

concerns' of the...Council. The combined AAMC/CAS leadership in working to maintain

the'programsvof -the-NIH-hat,been a significant factor in the ',growth -of membership

of theCAS., Except :for the reSignation of a few large societies, such as the

AmertcamCollegebf'Surgebbs, the AmerldarVAcadoly of'Pediatrics, and the American

Psychiatritliswtiatidn;- when tues'were increated -in 1973, the membership in CAS -

has _grown stea&ily frOM-22-to 76 societies. Other national policy issues that

member,''societies-have looked to the CAS for - action on are the clinical laboratory

improvement act, medicare "reimbursement'of physicians in a teaching setting,

— 19 — -
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••••••••

amendment of the National Labor Relations Act to permit unionization of house

• staff, and animal research legislation. Although medical education issues have

been a part of many CAS programs, only one has caused widespread debate among

member societies and that is the role of the National Board of Medical Examiners

in certification for medical licensure and for medical student and medical

education program evaluation.

Since the early 1970s the member societies of the CAS have been encouraged

to become politically active in Washington, and to establish policies and

procedures that will allow timely responses to legislative or regulatory

challenges. Because the level of interest in political affairs by organizations.

fluctuates with the changing membership of their officers and governing boards,

the CAS has encouraged member societies to designate a public affairs

representative who has a continuing interest in.public policy and who is the

Council's contact when action is needed. Workshops were held on two occasions

for these individuals to 'inform them of how both the legislative and executive

branches of government function. In addition, a quarterly news sheet, the CAS

Brief, informing societies of pending, legislative, or regulatory issues was

initiated and CAS Alert messages have been issued from time to time when action is

needed. The Brief was cancelled in 1983. All CAS society representatives and

officers now receive the more timely Weekly Activities Report.

• Increasing interest in having a "Washington presence" resulted in the

formation of the Council of Academic Societies' ServfccsProgram in 1977. The

Association of Professors of Medicine, four neurological societies, and the

AFCR are clients of the program. However, a number of CAS member societies

have opted to either hire Washington lobbyists or to use the lobbying functions

of their national professional college or academy. There is little question



that this - Movement toward societies seeking their own 
voice in national policy

' wOr grtWv,

The,AAMC:::77: VConiensusOrganizeti on Yw itft a ,;Central ized Governance,

TherestrUcturingof theAAMG, which. t stabll shed:,three•- Councils could have

resulted each-Council conducting- its own

affairs: an&carrying out its own' programs with only modest- overl ap, Instead,

thethree-eCountil s, and$ t OSR; have,- demelope& a. mode- of oReratj on, that presents

all matters' before, the Executive•Council to the, Administrative- Boards before

final action -is,taken. The,- bul k of time-of Administrative Board meetings is

spent. on itenis. in the .Executive Council agenda and most issues are resolved
 by

consensus; Rarely have-ad hoc committees' composed-entirely of members of a single.

Council been' established and' the only• standing- committee of, the CAS. is the

nominating, committee._ Conversely, Association committees are- always. composed

of representatives' from' all three ,Counci 1 s , although the balance of representati
on

max vary dependtng. uponi. ther,tc hargevW the' commttteer.

This modeof deli beratiom and' governance, has been successful. It has 11110

promottt Inity. of purptse andc has .3,1 1 owed the three major elements of academic

medi cal centers to speak-wi th one, voice. Administrative Board members have been

priviltged to-examine, issues of principal concern, to the other Councils and

have- gained- insight into' the complexity of the biomedical education, resea
rch, and

service enterprise.

However, thts experiente. has . not been extended- to the'representatives of

CAS inember-societies to a significant degree. The letter on page.24 from the

reprds&Itativ . of thel'AS soctat ion -of' University, Anesthetists expresses feel ings

thtt -are larobetly .shared -by.many CAS representatives. In the main, CAS representa

and,-ther-hiffibtr societies' are Tectpients- of 'information from the-AAMC rather than

initiators ,of input to the-AAMC. •
-21
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A Diverse Constituency 

Members of the Council of Deans and the Council of Teaching Hospitals hold

their membership in those Councils by virtue of their professional positions.

For both deans and teaching hospital executives, these are the principal

national organizations that are concerned with their day to day interests and

responsibilities. The CAS constituency is composed of diverse academic

societies (see page 26) that appoint representatives to participate in the

business of the Council, but the professional interests and responsibilities

of these representatives are only tangential to the activities of the CAS and

AAMC. Further, representatives rarely can speak for their societies because

the timing of CAS meetings and the timing of member society meetings do not

permit most societies to consider items on the CAS agenda in advance of a CAS

meeting.

Ouestions to. Consider 

1. The founders of the Council of Academic Societies conceived of its mission

as principally educational. Has the Council concentrated sufficiently on

medical education?

2. Member societies of CAS have uniformly supported enhanced appropriations

for NIN and ADAMHA. Should this effort be maintained at present levels,

increased, or decreased?

3. The diverse interests of CAS member societies have on occasion led to

conflict on policy. Have issues such as new NIH institutes been excessively

devisive? Have they weakened the Council?

4. Is there sufficient and clear communication between AAMC staff and the

member societies?

- 22 -



5. Is there Useful communication among societies resulting from their

•irietbe'rthfp in

6. Has the tAs,generated a closer working relationship between faculties,

deans, and hospital directors?

7. Haw might the modes of operation of the Council be modified to enhance

its effectiveness .as one of the three •Councils of the Association of

American 'Medical Colleges?

•

•
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
STANFORD, CALIFORNIA 94305 (415) 497-5439

STANFORD UNWERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
avpdirmerto al Afar:Memo

C. Philip L4rion. Jr.. M.D.

Prolettor of Aeleltheria

November 25, 1983

Virginia V. Weldon, M.D.

Associate Vice Chancellor

Washington University School of Medicine

Box 8106, 660 S. Euclid Ave.

St. Louis, MO 63110

Dear Dr. Weldon:

We are writing to you in our capacity as representatives of the

Association of University Anesthetists to the Council of Academic
 Societies.

First, we would like to congratulate you on your election as Chairma
n of the CAS

Administrative Board. We wish you every success in the coming year.

An additional purpose in writing to you is to express our concern 
over

the administrative functioning of the CAS, a. concern that we believe is 
shared by

many representatives to the CAS. Basically, the CAS meets formally twice a year,

the meetings consist primarily of presentations by AAMC officials or aca
demic

leaders, and the CAS representatives return home until the next meeting
. There

is virtually no dialogue or interaction between the CAS Administrative 
Board and

CAS representatives either during the two meetings or in the long in
tervals

between meetings. CAS representatives receive. regular communications from the

AAMC, but by and Large, the policies are determined and the plans of
 action are

in place by that time. From our vantage point, it would seem that the CAS has n
o

policies, no programs and no advanced input into the decision—mak
ing of the AAMC.

The CAS representatives do little more than listen and rubber stamp
 what has

• already happened. In truth, the CAS meetings are nothing more than informa
tion

.sessions.

Even the business meetings of the CAS lack the realities of a 
business

session. As one of many examples, the presentation at the most recent 
business

meeting by the outgoing Chairman, Dr. Frank Wilson, was a thou
ghtful, scholarly,

and intellectually challenging consideration of the subject of 
creativity, and it

certainly deserves publication and wide review. However, it was presented at the

wrong time and place. It should have been presented in the CAS morning 
program

.or among the general presentations of the AAMC. As a result of this and other

presentations at business meetings, the agenda of the busin
ess meeting is always

too full, there is little time for meaningful discussions of
 key issues among CAS

'representatives, and the representatives leave the business meet
ing without

having developed any programs, policies or even a concensus
 on the major issues.

We believe that the CAS must modify the way it functions if it is 
to

remain a viable entity by having a meaningful role in the futu
re planning for

academic medicine and the biomedical research enterprise. The CAS Administrative
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•Board -must lind-ways to.increasethe dialogue between, itself and . its member

representatives- 11 'cast solicit the views of CAS representatives on key Issues,
propose pOliciesor:programs.. based on those views, attempt to develop concensus

,among the 'representatives :for those policies or programs, or failing that at

least •articulate:.theimajor•differing positions, .and when concensus is reached,

.work toward implementation of those policies or programs .through the -AAMC. This

may slean,a restructuring -of the CAS meetings, the periodic creation of
,subcommitteesWith-defined -tasks, or •a variety of other alternatives. The •AAMC
:cannot ,hope for unityand concensus among -scientists .if the-CAS,, a .major arid -
potentially influencial:scientific entity, •does not even have a-mechanism .in
placefor'developing-either.

• We offer this commentary and these, suggestions in the spirit Of and hope
for-aneXaMination-and discussion-of'the-fUture'role of the.CAS. We believe that :
'better mobilized and motivated, the .CAS can be a more effective force in aiding

the AAMC in presenting Its programsandpolicies to Congress and the' public.

'Sincerely yours

C. Philip Larson Jr., M.D.
Professor of Anesthesia
Stanford University School of Medicine

(/ L'ar.441.4 (44

Nicholas M. Greene, M.D.
Professor of Anesthesia
Yale University School of Medicine



1983-84 Membership List for the Council of Academic Societies

BASIC scncEs 
ANATOMY .

American Association of Anatomists
Association of Anatomy Chairmen

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE
Association for the Behavioral Sciences and Medical Education

BIOCHEMISTRY
American Society of Biological Chemists, Inc.
Association of Medical School Departments of Biochemistry

CELL BIOLOGY
American Society for Cell Biology

GENETICS
American Society of Human Genetics

MICROBIOLOGY
Association of Medical School Microbiology Chairmen

NEUROSCIENCE
Society for Neuroscience

PHARMACOLOGY
American College of Neuropsychopharmacology

American Society for Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics

American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics

.Association for Medical School Pharmacology

PHYSIOLOGY
American Physiological Society
Association. of Chairmen of Departments of Physiology

CLINICAL SCIENCES 

ALLERGY
American Academy of Allergy

ANESTHESIOLOGY
Association of University Anesthetists

Society of Academic Anesthesia Chairmen

CLINICAL RESEARCH
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases

American Federation for Clinical Research

American Society for Clinical Investigation

Central Society for Clinical Research

Plastic Surgery Research Council
Society for Gynecologic Investigation

Society for Pediatric Research

DERMATOLOGY
Association of Professors of Dermatology, Inc.

EMERGENCY MEDICINE AND CRITICAL CARE
Society of Critical Care Medicine
Society of Teachers of Emergency Medicine



ENDOCRINOLOGY
Endocrine Society

'FAMILY 4MED N E
-Association of Departments of Family'Medicihe
Society of Teachers of -Family Medicine

_GENERAL SURGERY • •
,American'Association for the Surgery of Trauma

• American Surgical Association•Association of Academic Surgery
Society, for Surgery of the Alimentary Tat, Inc.

• Society of Surgical Chairmen
.Society of University Surgeons

INTERNAL MEDICINE
American College of Physicians
•Association of American Physicians
•Association of Professors of Medicine
Association of Program Directors in Internal MedicineAmerican Lastroenterological Association
American Society of Hematology

NEUROLOGY
American Academy of Neurology
American Neurological Association
Association of University Professors of Neurology,Child Neurology Society

NEUROSURGERY
American •Assoctation of Neurological Surgeons

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
American College of Obstetricians and GynecologistsAssociation of Professors of Gynecology and Obstetrics

OPHTHALMOLOGY
American Academy of Ophthalmology
Association of University Professors of Ophthalmology

ORTHOPAEDICS
• American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons
Association of Orthopaedic Chairmen .

•OTOLARYNGOLOGY
Association of Academic Departments ofOtolaryngology
Society of University Otolaryngologists

PEDIATRICS'
AmericamRediatric-Society
Association of' Medical School Pediatric Department Chairmen,

PHYSTCAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION
American Academy of Physical" _Medicine and Rehabilitation
•Associationr of Academit- Physiatrists

PLASTIC. SURGERY
American Association- of Plastic- Surgedrit
Plastic- Surgery Educational Foundation

—27—
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PSYCHIATRY
American Association of Chairmen of Departments of Psychiatr

y

American Association of Directors of Psychiatric Residency 
Training

American PsychiatricAssociation
Association of Academic Psychiatry

Association of Directors of Medical Student Education in 
Psychiatry

RADIOLOGY
Association of University Radiologists .

Society of Chairmen of Academic Radiology Departments

THORACIC SURGERY
American Association for Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery Directors Association

UROLOGY
Society of University Urologists

HEALTH AND HUMAN VALUES 
Society for Health and Human Values

PATHOLOGY AM CLINICAL LABORATORIES -

Association of Pathology Chairmen, Inc.

Academy of Clinical Laboratory Physicians and Scientist
s

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE 
Association of Teachers of Preventive Medicine

- 28 -
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CONSIDERATION OF RESIDENT INVOLVEMENT IN THE AAMC

In September 1963 the Executive Council referred to the Council of Academic
Societies' administrative board a request by the Organization of Student
Representatives administrative board that residents be Incorporated into
the AAMC constituency and provided an organizational role in the association.
The issue of resident representation to the AAMC was discussed by the
Council of Deans' administrative board in September. The board recognized
that residents are involved in medical education, both as graduate students
and as teachers of medical students. The board expressed the belief that
this involvement is important, and their incorporation into the AAMC should
be explored by the Council of Academic Societies.

The involvement of residents in the AAMC was last considered by the Executive
Council in 1979. At that time an ad hoc committee recommended that there be
periodic invitational conferences with residents on subjects related to their
interests in medical education. The first conference, in the fall of 1979,
was on the draft report of the association's Task Force on Graduate Medical
Education. In the winter of 1961, there was a conference on evaluation in
graduate medical education. The most recent conference was in November, 1963.
It focused on.the General Professional Education of the Physician project.
For each conference 36 residents were selected from nominations submitted by
medical school deans and the OSR administrative board. These conferences
have been useful both for the residents who have attended and for the
provision of their insights to the association. In the main, the residents
that have been nominated have been individuals who have a strong interest
in pursuing a career in academic medicine.

The AAMC is an association of academic institutions and academic organizations.
Individuals involved in the association are selected by and represent either
an academic institution or organization. The central issue about formal
representation of residents in the governance structure of the AAMC is who
would those involved represent, and how representative might they be?
Residents have two educational relationships: the first is to their specialty
program and the second is to the institution that sponsors that program.
There are 24 types of specialty programs accredited by the Accreditation
Council for Graduate Medical Education, and there are 4,573 total programs.
Were residents selected by specialty, it seems unlikely that one or two
representatives from each specialty could truly represent the concerns of
residents from diverse programs in so many specialties. There are 415
institutional members of the Council of Teaching Hospitals. A resident
representative from each of these would create a body of unwieldy size.
Further, representation would in many cases be duplicative since many COTH
institutions have integrated programs with other COTH members. For example,
Veterans' Administration Hospitals have almost totally integrated programs.

Balanced representation presents problems. Were CAS societies to designate
resident representatives, there would be duplications, depending upon the
number of societies of the, various specialties that are members of the CAS.
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For example, there, are• 6- member societies included' under general' surgery
and. 6 under internal medicine, while there are only 2 member societies from
pediatrics and 2 from obstetrics-gynecology. If residents were to be
designated by clinical academic societies, it would • appear that graduate
students or postdoctoral- students should be designated by the basic science
societies. There are 15 basic science society nittlibeet in CAS; 4. of these
are, pharmacology- societies. Other disciplines are represented by 1 or' at
tte,.:most 2-societies. An-, institutional representative could b-e designated
by each COTH member hospital but there would be no assurance that the full
spectrum of specialties would' be represented by these desigiieeS, and the

sc ence.soci eti not 1 i kel y be -represented:

Cost. is also a significant factor. For the institUtions or organizations,
sending a representative, to 2 meetings a year would cost $1 ,000 to $1,200.
Many of the small professorial CAS societies would find this a finandial
burden. For the, association- the cost would depend upon the, organizational
structure and program that is developed.. Were the OStt structure and program
to:, be, dupl icated-: for residents', the cost: would a pprdkimate $100,000 per year.

Since a balanced representation. of residents by individuals with a signifi-
cant interest in' the broad spectrum of graduate medical education appears
infeasible, alterna-tive methods for resident and graduate student input into
the association should-be--considered. One df these- is to continu'e• the
periodic invitational conferences. Depending upon the silbjett, graduate
and postdoctoral students in the basic science disciplines: could be included.
Resident and graduate students can also be appointed' to AAMC committees and,
task :J forces.. Both thei-Graduate-%Medital: Education ' Task Force and the .GPEP
pitneli- have: hack' resident members-i,.• Another alternative would be to encourage
the %:• CAS.,, societies that- have- a resident-member comPlement to either designate
a. resident as.' one-:of their 2 CAS representatiVeS" or to extend those societies
the,-.privA 1 ege,,:off..- sending:--a..-resident- tO meetings a's a noti-voti ngs partici-
pant; observer-.
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Status of Research Facilities and Instrumentation 

Background. The continuing deterioration in the quality of research
facilities and instrumentation in the academic laboratories, including
those in medical centers, has become a matter of increasing concern to
scientists, institution officials, and those science-oriented agencies
within the Federal government responsible for science programs. A
major constraint to prompt and sound planning to contend with this
problem has been the absence of timely information as to the quantitative
and qualitative dimensions of these research resources.

At the time of the June 1981 Executive Council meeting, the decision
was made to establish an ad hoc committee to examine issues relating to
the funding of research resources. This was prompted by a number of
considerations, including concerns about the quality and quantity of
instrumentation in academic institutions, increasing competition for
available funds, and some uncertainty with respect to the future within
NM of the Division of Research Resources. No meeting of that committee
was ever convened, in part because the threat to the continuing existence
of DRR disappeared, and because it seemed that more comprehensive
examination of these issues would be undertaken by organizations with a
broader base than the Association.

an.

Since that time, the concerns about the underlying problem have
continued to grow, and several studies have been initiated or proposed
in the two areas. They are summarized as follows.

(1) National Survey of Academic Research Instruments and 
Instrumentation Needs. Sponsored and supported by the National Science
Foundation and NIH, and conducted by WESTAT, Inc., the purpose is to
"provide a factual basis for the review of Federal equipment funding
levels and priorities. This survey will document for the first time:
(a) trends in the amount, condition and cost of existing research
instrumentation in the nation's principal research universities and
medical schools, and (b) the nature and extent of the need for upgraded
or expanded research instrumentation in the major fields of academic
science and engineering." The study involves a nationally representative
sample of 43 major R&D universities and a partially linked sample of
24 medical schools. Information will be collected on a representative
sample about each type of research instrument's age, cost, means of
acquisition, condition and so forth. The findings will be used to
develop quantitative indicators of trends over time and differences
among fields in instrumentation costs, investment, condition, and need.
The study will be conducted over a two-year period that commenced late
in 1982. Medical schools will be involved only in 1983-84. (See page 33)

(2) A Project to Assess and Disseminate Alternative Approaches 
to Meeting University Research Equipment Needs. Originally supported

-31 -
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•by liSF, ':D0A, :DOD, DOE and NASA and carri ed out by AAU, .NASULGC and
OMR, :this is- a 16-month project, with the Aobjecti ve of "increasing
-awareness among research universities of opportunities for .better
planning and managementof research .,equipment  at all levels . " The
project i planned in three phases. In phase I, six analyses will
s'be conducted:to:

• •-Assess the 'role of debt-financing of, research
-.equipment, and- sound universi ty-fi nanci al
practice;

• Identify. .and evaluate opportunities to improve
:the-procurement, management, use, operation
.and maintenance of research equi pment;

• rAssess present tax incentives for the donati on
of research -equipment and suggest ways to
increase support from the private sector;

• Identify opportunities to eliminate or reduce
state and university. budget and policy barriers;

• Identi fy opportunities for changes in Federal
regul ations ;

e Evaluate present methods of direct Federal
nvestment and ,suggest improvements.

Anvolves-Tegional..:seminars.to. 'disseminate and • discuss the
re'suls of.the: 's •.analyses within.the.„university communi ty The third

1 hase is ab.rfefi ng ingtory•to ,present- to .Fede ra 1 • agenci es ...and

.,‘Congress Ihe-results of .these analyses.

'App•are•ntly ,• during. the pl arming phase there-, was .. some -confusi on about

• the: "possibility -bf.'N•TH . :al so -being • a -supporter of the --.project . As a

consequence, no specific,',  biomedical . aspect. to the ...study.
BecauseHofth:at,AAMC :istaff 5expressed • • their concern about this seemingly

'..:-unnecessary.l'and-serious defect Negotiations .were therefore reopened

with NIH, withthe result that partial funding for part of the .,.project

-.--iito,;:aad..,-a••tritmetital,..;zOnvonent.:•.has,..been.....a.s.sured. • The :project is to be

'.%dorlipTete d e bru a ry 51985 . • (Seepage 37)

i..=:.,loteragen•cy,-$.tudyof Academic Science .,a•ndi En ginee•rin.g 
Laboratory,Facilities The House version of 

•
the Authorization bill the Department ..•

of Defense for FY 1984•,,included the following4provisjOn '.t.oMmittee

• 41ScrklivectS:-'tfrat a study be undertaken by the ..,-Secretary-Defense ..on

77thef'-..ineed'Ammoderntze,-•,:university ...science laboratories.;•essenti al .to

long-term national security needs . The study should be submitted to

the Coniinttee'by March 15, 1984 ” The Congress also directed NSF to
be a lead agency in encouraging other Federal agencies, state and local

"."-Ici:veltntientsand ••. the.,.private .sector..tb.supoort re.newal.,Of„universi ty

---'research facilities", A steering corm,ittee was. formechmi th...rep.resgpt.ati:yes.

•

•
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from NSF, DOD, NIH and DOE to plan a study of such facilities. The
objective is to obtain an understanding of the condition of university
facilities currently being used for science and engineering research
and the estimated future needs for construction, remodeling and
refurbishment.

A request has just been directed to the chief executives of
approximately 25 institutions asking for 5-year facility plans and
estimated expenditures for new construction and remodeling of existing
structures over that period. The purpose of this request is to assist
the steering committee in its planning of the study and the preparation
of an interim response to the Congress. (See page 41)

No further details are available at the moment, except for the
expectation that most research-intensive universities will be included
in the final survey population. AAMC has urged that the planning for
the study be certain to include recognition of the unusual circumstances
of teaching hospitals with sizeable research programs.

(4) Legislative Incentives.

• S. 1537. Senators Danforth and Eagleton introduced
S. 1537 last year, a bill which provides additional 
authorizations for appropriations for FY 1984 and each of
the four following years with the goals of (1) strengthening
support for fundamental research in science and engineering,
(2) upgrading, modernizing and replacing university research
equipment, (3) providing increased numbers of graduate
fellowships, (4) supporting faculty career initiation awards,
(5) supporting efforts to rehabilitate, replace or improve
university research facilities, and (6) supporting
modernization and improvement of undergraduate science
education.

The authorized sums are specified for DOA, DOD, DOE,
NASA and NSF, whereas for NIH the bill states "... those
additional amounts necessary to restore the capacity of
NIH to conduct and support adequate levels of biomedical
research." The yearly authorized sums for the other five
agencies total $139 million/year for acquisition,
installation or modification of research instrumentation
and $245 million available on a matching basis for
programs to modernize, rehabilitate, replace, or improve
existing university research facilities.

The sponsors of the Senate Bill now plan to introduce
this subject in the House. Since S. 1537 was not intended
to pass as a separate Bill, but to express a sense of the
Senate about the urgent need to support the Nation's
university research capability and to influence the
outcome of the Appropriations Bills, it is possible that
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a, Resolution!: will' be, i ntroducedsi n,theMouse, anthpass
of a Jant.:.Resolution. sought.

Thezoblecti ves, of this egisl proposal; are:
.-commendatil e,; but.' insofar as- biomedical research

and the' NI1-1' are'concerned, two difficulties remain to
be res.ol ved. The fi rst s the- complication of introducing
the concept of an- authorization. ceiling for, NI.H at the
very timetwh-en' we,are,vtgorously opposingr that. concept.
in legislation, di rected.more specifically at the NIH. The
second.; more pertinent • to the facilities: and, nstrumentati on

issues,. i that.N114` no- longer- has:, broad.-constructi ve
authority on, which.: any, program for major construction or
renovation-of facilities, might have, to be- based:

• HR:. 2350. One of. the provisions of the, House
bill to reauthorize- parts of the NIH, H.R. 2350., requires
a study "concerning the- use of live animals in biomedical
and behavioral research." One- component of that propose,d
study reads. as fol tows-:-

"-Estimate: .

(N): the- amounts:: that. would. have, to be.
expended: by:•enti ties i which- condutt..blomedi cal.
and behavioral' research with Federal financial
assistance: to: equip'. and modernize,: their. research
fact titi es. tharder the.. standards::
referred', to.. in& ,pa ragraptr.- (21; and,

(13).: The. .--amounts: that would be expended.
by... entities. which: ,have, not; previously conducted
such-research with:. Federal.. financial assistance .

modernize,to establish,  or .equip... in
order to. Meet, such. -standards..."

. Other, ati.ves have included the-- well -
publi ci zed- efforts. of" se.v.eral universities' .to obtain money,.

for cOnstr,uctibm.: of. tesearth.:facillties through.. 'special
interest amendments in Congress... MU, NA5-, .APs and. AAAS •

have published statements. strongly: critical of that
which bypasses the peer review: processes of the

comunitr and prospective .funding. agency-. .

(5). Current Methanitm.. for Funding • Capital:. improvements. Under

GmEvzt trete:1.4r A-.2z it is .possible to inclUde, depreciation or user charges.
for space and interest charges.- on!....mon.ey,' borrowed for:- major capital

improvements in the indirect cost pool , The extent to: which...this•

mechanism: is presently employed: is unknown,.

•

•

•
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Recommendations. The Association should:

1. urge its members to cooperate insofar as possible with any
of the studies whichare described above,

2. delay any further action as to additional surveys or other
studies until the reports and analyses of the studies
presently underway or pending are completed, and

3. monitor closely the progress and outcome of these studies.
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NatiOnal Science Foundation
and 'Ngitional Instittites 'of Health

NATIONAL SURVEY OF AC-ADEMIC RESEARCH
INSTRUMENTS .AND INSTRUMENTATION NEEDS

Purpose of the Study

In recent years, widespread concern has develbped
about 'whether university-based scientists have suffi-
cient access- to the kinds of. equipment needed to
support continuing research at the frontier of scien-
tific knowledge. To provide a factUal basiS for
review of Federal equipment funding levels and
priorities', this survey' will dOctiment-for.'the. first
time: (a) trends in the amount, condition and cost
of existing research instrumentation in the nation's
principal research universities. and medical schools,
and (b) the: nature and extent of the need' for
upgraded or expanded research instrumentation in
the major fields of academic Science and engineering
(S/E).

Research. Strategy

The study is being conducted at a nationally
representative sample of. 43 major R&D universities
and at a partially linked sample- of 24 medical
schools.. At sampled institutions, data are being
collected: from administrator's of S/E departments
and nondepartmental research facilities' about the
adequacy of existing research equipment and about
equipment needs and priorities.

In connaction:with this,,departm'entifiitility, survey;
representative samples of: existing. research instru-
ments will be.- selected and' information will; be
collected .about. each .'instrum'ent's age..; .cost-; means
of: acquisitiOn3.ssinatioN.eth„ The -findings'.will be
us—o7to •'develop quantitative indicators of- trends
over time and, differences: among fields - in :in',
strumentation cost, investment; condition, and need.. „.. _

Several features- of, the study are. designed to
minimize.-response,.burdem,fOr: participating univer'
si ties- and. medical'schools:

. The -study. will be • conducted • over a two year
period. In:1982-83 (Phase I),', data will. be collected
for the physical sciences-and' engineering/computer
science: then in .1983=84 (Phase. II), similar: data 'will •
be--collected,tor.the,biological,..agricultural and envi-
ronmental, scierices:.- Medical. schools...Will.ibe' involVed
only in :1983-84.

. The instrument survey- component will ..be.4
mited..., to • sarriples.,. of research' instruments.: With

purchase coat= of $10.000-$17000'000, ex-
cluding :equipment in.university,:administered ,Feder-
ally FundedzResearch,-iandaDevelopment-Centers. In
addition,- very ;lien ted ..;information...wilVbe,:.obtained,
about very..large,:instrument systems-zottinrover:SI'
million...

. Wherever. possible,- the -university's 'computerized
central-property inventory,willte used .to' create' the
depart menVfaCility instrument, lists. frOm.. which the"
instrument samples will be Pdrawn.

. In situations where a university has a large
number" of 'departments -in a particular field or where
a department has a large amount of researeh
equipment, representative samples of departments
and/or instruments will be selected— In each phase,
the survey will encompass an average of 7.5 depart-
ments per institution and 15.5 instruments per
depart merit.

Project Administration

This study is being administered by Westat, Inc.,
under contract to NSF and NIH. The NSF Project
Officer is James Hoehn (202) 634-4673. The NIfi
Project Officer (for medical school component) is
Charles Sherman (301') 496-4418. The principal
investigator at Wettlit is Kenneth Burgdorf; the
Westat survey coordinator and university liaison is
Howard Hausman. The latter individuals can be
reached at (301) 251-1500 or„at:

Westat. Inc.
165'0 Research Boulevard
Rockville, MD 20850

PrOjeet Schedule •

1982. Identify nationally representative sample
437- 43 ruversities,'

Dec. 1982 - Jan. 1983. Develop Phase I data
collection arrangements at selected institutions.

Feb..- March 1983. Obtain instrument inventories
for sampled departments in physical sciences, com-
puter science and .enineering; identify instrument
sample.

Apr. - May 1983. Obtain inventory corrections,
department questionnaires and instrument data
sheets, at sampled' departments.

  ProCessfand analyze data; revise
procedures-.as :needed;. select 'sarriple.

NOv.:7_DeC: 1984., Begin Phase II. Obtain instrtan'ent
inventories for sampled' departments in biological.
agricultural..and -envirorithental sciences.

Jan. - 'mid .April 1984. Obtain department question-
naires ,:and instrument' data sheets from Phase II
depart ments

May- Oct.1984. Pro6eSs'and anafyie data; publish
findings and nrecomm'efidations:-
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Sample of Medical Schools

A sample of 24 medical schools has been selected for the

NIH component of the NSF/NIH National Survey of Academic Research

Instruments and Instrumentation Needs. Medical schools were

selected based on total awards as shown in the Summary of NIH FY

1982 Extramural Awards to Medical Schools. This total includes

five kinds of NIH awards: research grants; contract; fellow-

ships and training grants; cancer control grants; and other

awards.

The sample was restricted to medical schools with at least

$3,000,000 in total NIH awards in FY 1982; the 92 schools in

this "frame" account for 97 percent of all NIH awards to U.S.

medical schools. Six schools were selected from each of 4

strata, as defined. below. The selection procedure was one that

maximized overlap with the original NSF institution sample.

Description of sampling strata

Stratum Definition
Total NIH
awards

No.
Sampled

Sampling
rate

1 Top 8 awardees $ 381,818,000 6 75%

2 Next 12 awardees 385,805,000 6 50%

3 Next 18 awardees 352,478,000 6 33%

4 Next 54 awardees 388,383,000 6 11%

Total 92 1,508,444,000 24 eM•
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NMI,
rank,

List- of.'Medi.cal•;.Schools:, by•straturrr;. based
-FY7:198-2::;NItrextromumal,

Overlaps .-
NSF SampleStratum-,1,,($43.67-55.7 million)

1

2:
4 
5 -

7
8

University of-California .-at San Francisco
School of Medicine

Yale •University SchooLorMedicine'
Johns Hopkins University School ofoMedicine
Albert Einstein.College'oil-Mddicine, Yeshiva

University -;
University of-PennsylvaniaSchool of Medicine
University of Washington School of 'Medicine

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No•

Stratum 2 ($25:0-36.6imillion)

11 Duke University Soh-ool of-"Medicine Yes

12 . University of California ,at Los Angeles -
School of:Medicine. Yes

13 University • of 'Chicago Pritzker School
at Medicine: No:.

15 University off Minnesota• Medical School at
Yes

19,• University of Sans Diego
Sthool• of: Medicine% Yes.

20, Univ.ersity- of.7:Texas,,-HealthS.Clencek- Center,
Southwestern-Medic al. School (Dallas-)

Stratum,3 ( $;13.5-.2&3; million.) •

NO.,

21 Unilieraity ,:of'' North Carolina- School; of-

24:,
Meditine.,

Mayo Medical School (FOupdation)
NO
Na:'

27: BOston•:University' School of Medicine- No

32 University of. 'Colorado- School of: Medicine i Yes:

36•. UniVeraity or :Texas.: Healtir .Scienceg. Center - '
SOTP;i,Antonio.:MeditaiL. School, : No--

3-r.' Uni#ersity-,:of,Cincinnati,. College - of: : Medicine No-

Stratuive.4'; -1 $3.-.1-13,..4, ••mi Ilion)

4-1:' NorthWestern•University Medical; .School. Yes-

45t Temple' University Medical., School Yes,

6*-1 , Oniciz:\Statel-Urfiveraity CO1.1 egekr of. Medicine - Yes

76- University of Kansas Schoolr, of Medicine: Yes,
8'7- UniVeraity .of,','Nebraska,,Callage,.of Met:Hai:x.1e Nol-

91 Medicat,C011ege. of, Ohio: at Toledo. No,

•
- 38 -
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Public vs. Private breakdown of medical school frame and
sample, by stratum

Total

Stratum

1 2 3 4

Frame

Total 92 8 12 18 54
Public 51. 2 5 9 35

Private 41 6 7 9 19
Percent private 45% 75"7.7 58' 50:3 357

Sample

Total 24 6 6 6 6
Public 13 2 4 3 4
Private 11 4 2 3 2
Percent private 4670 67g 33g 50 70 33%
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Associa zo q.f erican Universities

:-.P434qTacT TO ,4Anss AND ; TagATNAT4 AWURNATIVE APPROACHES TO
MEETING .UNIVERSITY :AESEARCH EQUIPMENT NEEDS

Tne.'deterioration 4nd Obsolescence of scientific equipment .in our
nation's universities are widely recognized. In 1982 the Deputy
Director of tne National Science 'Foundation estimated the Cost of
UPdatjA9 university laboratories to be between ,$1 billion and $4
billion. Recent studies and reports have documented this erosion
of our research base and the Serious threat it .poses to our
economic -welfare, international competitiveness, and national -
security.

Sustained federal investments in research equipment are essen-
tial. .But in these times of fiscal constraint, all aiternative
approaches must be ful„Ly .examined. Promising new and innovative
ideas must be ,analyzed ;and tested for potential application to
tne university setting. If new ways to maximize tne return on
investments of our scarce financial resources can be developed,
tneir use_Shbu,ld e encouraged. If the .management, use, and
maintenance, of equipment Can .be improved, these improvements must
be :documented and disseminated to the university community.
Regulatory and po1.cy barriers tnat remain infederal agencies,

State governments, and universities must be identified and, where

Pos.sib.J4.

In .recognition of this need, the Research Corporation and five
federal agencies--the National Science Foundation, the Department
of Agriculture, the Department of Defense, the Department of
Energy, and tne National ARrounautics and Space Administration--
will stipport a 16,Tmonth pxoiect to increase awareness among
research universities of opportunities for better planning and
Management of research 'equipment at all .levels. The project will

jP,ecArri:ed out AMOOr tne leadersniPLof -t.he Association Pf-Ameri-
:Can jUniversities, the National Association of State Universities
and ,Lad-,.Grant.:co.l.leges, and the ,Comnqil on Governmental Rela-

tj..P4S,

ateer441g _COimmiee cha7ired: by Richard A. .Zdanis, a physicist

And Vice Provost of ,JOnns Hopkins University.. will Provide ,over
guidance to ;tne project. -A complete list ,of committee

AteMbeS .and asSACatign T epresentat Ives is attagned.

- 40 -
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Ike proje
ct is planned 

in three phase
s. In Phase I six

 analyses

will be conduc
ted to:

*assess the r
ole of debt fin

ancing of res
earch

equipment in s
ound universit

y financial p
ractice;

*identify and e
valuate oppor

tunities to i
mprove

the procuremen
t, management,

 use, operati
on and

maintenance of
 research equi

pment;

*assess presen
t tax incentive

s for the don
ation

of research eq
uipment and su

ggest ways to

increase supp
ort from the p

rivate sector;

*identify oppo
rtunities to e

liminate or r
educe

state and univ
ersity budget 

and policy b
arriers;

*identify opp
ortunities for

 changes in f
ederal

regulations;

*evaluatepres
ent methods of

 direct feder
al

investment and
 suggest impro

vements.

Leading higher
 education as

sociations and
 science and 

engineering

societies wil
l be invited 

to join the pr
oject as coop

erating

organizations.
 During Phase I

I they will b
e asked to ho

st spe-

cial seminars
 as part of r

egularly sched
uled meetings

 of their

members to di
sseminate the

 results of t
he six analyse

s. Several

workshops wil
l be held in 

the various r
egions of the 

country.

Universities 
will be invit

ed to send tea
ms representi

ng research

faculty, admi
nistrators, fi

nance special
ists, legal c

ounsels, and

others to exp
lore the oppo

rtunities that
 might be ide

ntified

during Phase I
 and the poli

cy implicatio
ns and ,practi

cal concerns

posed by sugge
sted approache

s.

Current planni
ng calls for 

a third phase,
 which will 

be a

briefing in W
ashington, D.

C. to present
 to federal a

gencies and

Congress the.
results of the

 six analyses
, as perfecte

d by the

seminars and 
workshops. The analyses 

and the findi
ngs and recom

-

mendations of
 the study w

ill be publish
ed in a final

 report at

the completion
 of the proj

ect.
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FUTURE MEETING DATES

CAS., Administrative.: Board Meeting Dates (1984.) 

:Jun2728. —

September- 12-. 13 -

AAMC Annual Meeting, Dates 

. l984_ October 27 - November-1 (Chicago, Illinois)
CAS meetings tentatively scheduled for October 28 and 29

1985 - October 26 - 31 (Washington, D.C.)
CAS meetings tentatively scheduled for October 27 and 28

1986_ - October 25 - 30 (New Orleans, Louisiana)
CAS meetings tentatively scheduled for October 26 and 27
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1984 CAS FALL MEETING

The Council of Academic Societies is scheduled to meet on Sunday, October 28
and Monday, October 29, 1984 at the time of the AAMC Annual Meeting in Chicago.
The Monday afternoon session will include the business meeting, discussion of
current issues and directions of the CAS, and the usual legislative update.
The Board should discuss the program for the October 28 meeting.

The program for the Fall Meeting should be decided at the April Board Meeting
so that it can be included in the preliminary program for the Annual Meeting.
It is recommended that the Board decide on a theme for the Sunday afternoon
program and that possible speakers be identified. The Board may wish to con-
sider issues and concerns which emerged during discussions at the Spring Meeting.
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